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Possible use of traditional 
axisymmetric electron-optic system of high- 
voltage accelerators used in radiation- 
-technological apparatus are being studied. 
The boundaries of such accelerating systems 
with the beams of small cross-section 
applicability are defined by analytical and 
numerical simulations and their optimal 
criteria are worked out. Acceleration of 
significantly more powerful electron beams 
is ahown to be possible with such accelera- 
tion systems without modification of their 
design. 

Power of the most of modern high-voltage 
acceleratars used in radiation-technological 
complexes is lo-100 KW in the energy range 
0.15 - 4 MeV. Possibilities to obtain and 
accelerate such beams are well etudied. 
Nowadays the problem of significantly more 
powerful systema up to 1 MW and higher 
becomes vital for the whole series of 
applications (flue gases treatment, liquid 
wastes verification etc 1. 8hile solving 
the abovksaid problem the superpowerful 
electron beams should be obtained and the 
question of their acceleration should be 
decided. 

A0 a rule, at energies exceedlng 
0.3 KeV, electron-optical ayatem of high- 
voltage. accelerator ia a multisectional 
acceleratina tube. This permits to exclude 
possible breakdown of an-accelerating gap, 
inevitably accompanied with accelerator 
switch off and technological apparatus ahut 
down. 

Accelerating tubes of different machines 
are similar in design. Usually, at energies 
higher than 1 MeV their outer diameter is 
20-30 cm, aperture-several centimeters what 
corresponds to the optimal geometry of high- 
-voltage accelerator and permits to ensure 
sufficiently high vacuum in the electrons 
source region. The accelerating voltage 
operating gradient of the most of such class 
machines is 0.7 - 1.5 W/m. 

Practically, different electric 
potential distributions at the accelerating 

tube electrodes are used. In the sumpliest 
system the field is constant over the whole 
accelerating length beginning from the 
cathode. The cathode operates under the mode 
of complete current extraction. Due to 
influence of apace charges, maximum at the 
initial part of the acceleration length, the 
beam envelope in the tube is close to 
parabola in the given case. The accelerating 
system of such type may evidently be used 

at comsarativels amall tube lengths and 
small cathode transverse dimensions 
comparatively to its aperture. 

To increase the current of the beam, 
passing through the tube, the space charge 
should be compensated. It can be achieved 

due to variable gradient in the initial 
acceleration (injection) region or over the 
whole accelerating tube length. The beam 
convergence at the outlet of the near-to-the- 
-cathode region of the tube or its constant 
diameter over the whole tube length is 
provided. 

The beam hydrodynamic model, sufficient- 
ly completely described by the boundary par- 
ticle trajectory is used as an approximation 
for the maximum current evaluations. 

Some definite angle of the injected boun- 
dary particle an, at which the inlet and 
outlet beam diameters are equal, corresponds 
to the highest current 1~ flowing through 
the accelerating tube with the constant field 
gradient. Varying this angle 01 , the 
maximum current In which may flow through 
the tube without the beam at its electrodes 
may be defined. 

Fig.1 shows r(a)-dependencies for the 
beam with the initial radius Zo= 1 cm and 
different EL -values at accelerating 
voltage 1 MV and injection energy Wa=30 keV. 
Pig.2 gives the beem envelopea for two 
accelerating voltages with the constant 
length of the accelerating tube L7= ? m 
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Fig.1. IJltimate current variation depending 
upon an angle of electron injection into the 
tube 
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Fig.2. Ultimate current envelopes at differ- 
ent acceleratin 
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T:le r~nxin;llr; cllrrcnt 1~ flo~~~in~ throilf'h 
the accelerating tube of any lenf::th and 
aperture at liffererib inject ion eneri-i en and 
field strengths E i n!ay be defined. The 
rarq-e of E =0.5-Z ‘??/rn and accelerating- 
volta~eu I/ up to 4 i”J, typical for the 
n.oot accelerator3 of considered type, i.3 of 
pra-tical interest. Ihe limi I. of injection 
e:ierI-;r variation for sin[yle-f-ap electron 
3ourceii Is 10-50 ‘ke’; 1 . Fq-, 3 e bows the mitxiciirt 
c11rr*!?nt 

Er t-l’: 
1~ de[,endencies upon electric field 
Y0 =I WI ar.d different i:ccelerntj.nt. 

volt3i-e3 ,~rtd injection eller,;ies W0 . 
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Pi.{-.?. i’he Sea?. ultimate current chan;;e 
dependin; u;o:: the electric fl.elS strelir-th . 
variation for the different acceleratLnE 
VOltElg;C:; and injection ererg;ies IO and 
ii0 keV for the tube w I t,h a convei.tional 
aperture 20 mm 

?rcra the c,iven above datn the conclusion 
cm1 he ,d..%!-i - t!rn*, all n?)ovesaid dependen- 
cles are nufficiel:“;ly exactly approximated 
b:; the surve of the vie>::: 

IM=Kl?E2 (1) 

,::here KM - is ;i coefficient def jined by the 
accelera tin,- ,i, voltn~:c, beam radius at the 
tube i:.let nr:d inject+.or. energy. K"(U)- depelr 
dency for 7a equal to 0.5, 0.75 and 
1 co1 qr;" r.iven on "ig;.4. 
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Fig.4. KM - coefficient dependence u?on 
the accelerating voltage at different beam 
Initial radii and injection ener{:ieo 

3elationships defining 1~ - ma,mitude 
and character of its varl at ion depending on 

EZ u 709 W0 are obtained on the 
assumition’that the electron beam has a 
sharp boundary and current densi.ty over its 
cross-section is constant. As for the real 

SyY t E?I!.Q , the beam peri;heral reciorm blurr- 
inc and halo appearing are typical. For 
taking the 3FaCe charge into 3c.count thir; 
phenomenon is insignifi.cant , as there is 
only minor part of the total current in the 
halo region. Ho~wever the situation is chang- 
ed if there should be no accelerated 
pnrtic1co at the electrodeo, the indisper~nble 
condition for the svsten electric strength 
and operation reliability. In thio caoe the 
becur, rodi. should be less than that of a 
channe 1, formed by the accelerating tube 
electrodes ZrP . ‘Phe required Zrp/vn ratio 

may be estimated assuming 2t7 to be an 
effective radius of Gauss distribution cha- 
racterizinc the current density over the 
beam cross-section what is testified by the 
experimental data : 

j+ exp[-tZ2/ZnZ1 

r 

“he rat:0 of current f n 

through the circle with radius 
passing 

Pn to the 
current on the ecceleratine system electrodes 
I3 2.t 1, >> I3 equals to: 

.I% -L --a- = kqd-2:,/2:,1 
z- “d SK expl-T&/Cl = 

ZTP 

= ew 1 Cp/C I , 

(3) 

C;ettln;; the permissible 1, cm:! 13 
I::ar,mi tudes, the required ‘?+/‘T, ratio can be 
defined. So, for example, assuming: that 
current to the electrodes shouldr:‘: exceed 

lOi,f;; are find that at 1” =I00 mk 
% 3.4 and at In =I n 7.,p/‘ln 53.7 

The” maximum aperture of the”bresent-day 
mnchlnes accelerating system is knov,n to 

In / I9 > lo-' we find the 
be 

10 cm. ‘l’akinc 
maximum beam radius to be 13.5 mm in this 
case. Prom r;iven above estimations it is 
seen that at achieved nowadays field 
strenf;th E =l LT/m, the rraximum current 
passin{; through the tube with such an 
aperture is several <amperes, whereas it is 
not more than 0.1 A in the most powerful 
modern accelerators. 

‘The second version of the accelerating 
crv3tem when the cor.stant beam diameter is 
provided due to accelerating voltage non- 
-uniform dio$ribution over the whole accele- 
rating: tube length results in relationship 
similar to (1). However, the coefficient KM 
appears to be several times less in this 
case and necessary longitudinal dimension 
of the accelerating system is enlarged. 

Thus, considered previously system witk 
the homogeneous field may be thought to 
have high electro-optical characteristics 
without additional focusing devices at 
acceleration section and permits to 
accelerate continuous electron beams with 
the current up to several amperes on condi- 
tion of formatior. of the beam with optimal 
convergence anp at this system inlet and 
outlet. So it may be recommended to be used 
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in high-voltage electron accelerators with 
the beam po.xer many times as high as that 
achieved noxadays. In obtained relationships 
possible beam blurring due to electron 
elastic interaction with the atoms and 
molecules in the accele ating system vacuilm 
volume (1013 l/m at lo- 7 Pa pressure in 
glue-bonded tubes) isn’: taken into 
consideration. ‘Che source of these particles 
is i:as deoorption from the outlet window, 
t,;;; surface and cathode. As the tests re- 
0, .s have :s:hoxn at bean currents Lip to 
103 n.A and aper",;re 35 mn it may be conseder- 
ed justified. !lovrever v/hell the beam currer:“s 
are increased electron-neutral particle 
interaction c.nv be the limiting factor. The 
most radical way to eliminate this pheno- 
menon is rePJction of the accelerating syaten; 
refiidwil pressure. For excample, uiiiy of the 
tubes made by diffusion v:eldinc permits to 
reduce gas release fron! the tube surface by 
a factor not less than 10. ?t effective 
pumping out of the scanning: device ch=snber, 
this also corresponds to lo-fold redcction 
of the pressure in the tube. ;;OU the welded 
tubes with an insulator inner diameter up to 
?tiO :tllil and aperture ~t~eximm dimension about 
100 .m arc produced. Pe accelerntini; tube 
module made by diffusion !vcl:iini- - I).,’ - 
method is given on Pi q.5. 

-_ 
2 1 i: . 5 . kccelerating tube module made by J:‘; 

method 

':hus , the be,u:; formatiion VJith arl optima 
convergence angle at the inlet to the 
~ono~genecus fielil region by mean: of near- 
to-the-chzthode lens or special source of 
elec?rons pem.i ts to rise the bear ul.tin!?bte 
currer;t in the nccelerati::,- system up LO 
x-its or tens of amperes. In this case the 

maximum current dependency upon the nccele- 
rating: field gradient is close to the square 
one and the proportionality coefficient ie 
defined by electrons initial and final. 
energy and also by the bear: perzliss.ible 
dimensioris at the tube inlet and olltlet. 

The beat current magnitude of the most 
of the accelerators applied nowadays in 
industry is knoxn to be tens of miliam;,eres 
Aasiq: on the given above calculations, the 
conclusion can be drawn that the sccelernt- 
ing systems of such machines can accelerate 
m,ore poaerful electron beCams witho.ut 
nl ::lr. ificant design modifl.cati.nn. 

Appl.i.cation of the acce1eratj.n:: tubes 
mafe by diffusion welding el’i.minateo the 
ii3 i tat? ens resulted from the residual gas 
in an acceleratirlc system. 


